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INTRODUCTION

Purpose

This thesis project is a record of the work of a

professional television engineer in the Department of Radio,

Television and Film at the University of North Texas. The

purpose of the project is exploring the subject's career

path of becoming a television engineer on one hand and

revealing his relationship with the educational institution

on the other.

Through this project, the viewer will find out how the

engineer works behind the scenes and discover how necessary

it is for an educational institution to have on its faculty

people with professional experience in their field. They can

bridge the gap between the professional world and the

classroom.

This project consists of two parts; one is a half-inch

color video documentary produced on the S-VHS system and the

other part is a written production report which mainly

focuses on the video production process.

Background

Wayne Hassell, the subject of this video documentary,

was born in 1939 in Dallas, Texas. In 1948, WBAP television

station (Channel 5) signed on in Fort Worth, Texas and

became the first television station in Texas. Television
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technology immediately drew the attention of the little

boy and became his career afterwards.

In 1950, the Hassell family moved to Denton, Texas and

bought their first television set. The boy became interested

in television at that point. Five years later, Wayne had a

chance to participate in a live children's show broadcast at

WBAP. The opportunity was a catalyst. Wayne had a clear idea

of what he wanted to do when he grew up.

In 1959, Wayne graduated from Denton Senior High

School, and two years later, he achieved his boyhood wish by

getting a job in the mail room of Channel 5. After serving

in the Army, Wayne returned to work in the WBAP mail room.

In the summer of 1965, he got his first opportunity to

operate a studio camera. After he first had his hands on the

camera, Wayne knew he wanted to learn more about television

engineering. That summer, Wayne embarked on his career as a

television engineer.

Wayne worked in many different engineering positions

for Channel 5, Channel 13, Channel 11 and Channel 4 all in

Dallas/Fort Worth. Each stage of his career provided him

with valuable practical experience in the professional

world, especially at WBAP (Channel 5), where Wayne gained

much knowledge from the pioneers of television engineering.

Wayne's time at WBAP proved to be a cornerstone in his

career. In the early 1960s, WBAP became the first television

station in Texas to produce its programs in color.
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In 1976, Wayne entered the educational field as a

coordinator and executive producer for Texas Woman's

University in Denton, Texas. He assisted students in

producing live newscasts for the University's cable access

station, Channel 27. In 1984, Wayne passed the examination

held by FCC and received his General Radio-Telephone

License.

Since 1988, Wayne has worked as the only television

engineer in the University of North Texas Radio, Television

and Film Department. The RTVF Department used to be one of

four divisions within the Speech Department. It became an

independent department in 1982. In 1984, the Department

produced and broadcast its first student-produced television

program, NT Scene. At that time, the Department's television

programs were produced under an organization called the Film

and Television Production Unit headed by the Department's

then-chair, Dr. Donald E. Staples.

North Texas Television (NTTV) was founded by Scott Cook

in 1988. Two years earlier, Cook had been hired as a

lecturer and production manager in the Department. The cable

access station, Channel 22, is distributed to the campus and

the Denton community through the Sammons Communications

Cable Television System. It's a non-profit student service-

oriented organization with students and volunteers from all

over the UNT campus. Scott Cook serves as the station's

advisor.
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Prior to the arrival of Wayne Hassell, Frank Bonner was

the only engineer for the Department's television and radio

stations. In 1988, the radio station moved to a building

separate from the Department. About this time, Wayne was

hired and became the engineer for the Department's 

television station, and Bonner was retained as the engineer

for the radio station.

Behind the scenes, television engineers work to insure

a smooth broadcast. At KERA, the Dallas/Fort Worth area's

public broadcasting station, for example, there are three

types of television engineers. Their jobs can be roughly

divided into repair, maintenance, and operation. They keep

all equipment in top condition in order to safeguard against

technical glitches and offer solutions to technical

production demands (See Appendix B).

This project will offer a vivid picture of the

engineer's activities in the Department and make the

audience understand more about this position in a television

production.

Budget

The total of budget of this project was $400. Most of

the budget was spent on 60-minute long videotapes. There

were 22 videotapes used for shooting and 12 videotapes for

editing and dubbing. The total of 34 S-VHS videotapes cost

about $320. The rest of the budget was spent on wireless

microphone batteries and transportation.
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PRE-PRODUCTION

After the videomaker fully discussed this project

proposal with his major professor, Ben Levin, and received

his approval in early August, the videomaker started the

pre-product ion process.

The first thing that the videomaker did was to contact

the subject to arrange a production schedule. Because the

subject works in the same department in which the videomaker

studies, the videomaker had a big advantage of

accessibility, both in the pre-production or the production

stage. After the videomaker and the subject reached an

agreement with regard to the shooting schedule, the

videomaker started doing background research. While

researching, the videomaker began test shooting on August 7.

This continued for four days.

Test Shooting

This test shooting was the foundation for the success

of the production stage. During this test, the videomaker

tried to find a suitable camcorder which is available from

the Department's equipment room for production use.

Camcorder No. 12, Panasionic AG-450 S-VHS, was the one the

videomaker had used for a documentary class in the summer,

and it had performed very well at that time; however, on the

first day of test shooting, this camcorder had a serious

problem with the focus adjustment, and it ruined that day's

footage. After having tested other camcorders, the
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videomaker decided to use No. 20 (the same model) for the

production stage, and it never caused any mechanical

problems during the production.

By doing test shooting, the videomaker had the

opportunity to scout locations. The subject's activities are

not just limited to work in the master control room where he

operates and repairs the equipment. He is also responsible

for maintaining facilities in two studios, two control

rooms, and one editing room. These places are located on

different floors, so the subject has to use the stairs

frequently. Therefore, the videomaker practiced filming

while climbing stairs and following the subject. It took

three days for the videomaker to learn to operate the

camcorder smoothly while climbing the stairs.

Another advantage the videomaker gained from test

shooting was to learn about lighting problems. At the very

beginning, the videomaker expected to shoot the film from a

purely observational standpoint. In other words, the

videomaker thought adding artificial lights would change the

ambience of the workplace and inconvenience the subject as

he worked. In working with a less than perfect lighting, the

videomaker hoped to preserve the integrity of the shooting

environment.

However, the first two days of shooting shattered the

videomaker's expectations. The images proved to be

unrecognizable and even uncomfortable to watch. The major
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professor advised the videomaker to take into account the

audience's feelings. So the videomaker finally compromised

by adding two quartz-halogen lights in the master control

room. The recorded images turned out to be good after the

lights were set up, but the lights also caused a side-effect

during the production stage.

Another problem the videomaker discovered from the test

shooting process was that the microphone on the camcorder

performed poorly in the recording situation. Because the

production areas were always filled with a lot of noise and

the subject's voice was soft, the quality of sound recorded

by the microphone on the camcorder was unacceptable. In the

end, the videomaker decided to use an Audio-Technica PRO 88W

VHS wireless microphone system. There were two reasons

behind that decision. One was that the videomaker was

working alone during production, and no one could hold a

boom or a shotgun microphone. The other reason was that the

videomaker could be more mobile while shooting.

Approach

This documentary has two major strands which together

construct the storyline. One strand is an illustration of

subject's duties as a television engineer. The interactions

between the subject and people in the Department will be

recorded by the videomaker with no interference. The

videomaker will not participate in any conversations nor

concoct any situations. In large part, this documentary will
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be shot in the style of "observational cinema" as described

by Colin Young.

In his article, "Observational Cinema," Young indicates

that observational cinema is an approach that's similar to

the note-taking methods by an anthropologist on field

research. What distinguishes observational cinema from the

note-taking methodology is the observational cinema

filmmaker's close proximity to events or behavior. The

finished film can represent the events or the behavior which

are observed.

However, the presence of camera will draw attention to

the filmmaker in certain circumstances. Young emphasizes

that the ideal of observational cinema is trying to record

normal behavior. That is the behavior that is normal for the

subjects who perceive the existence of the camera and

understand the fact that they are being filmed.

The second major strand of the storyline will be based

on interviews. The interviews are designed to give the

audience essential information on the subject. The audience

will learn how the subject came to be involved in television

engineering and what his role is in the Department. In the

interview segments, the audience will not see or hear the

interviewer. The interviewer (the videomaker) will always be

off camera.

Thus, the structure of this documentary will be formed

by the juxtaposition of observational material and
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interviews. The two elements together will convey to the

audience a clear storyline. There will be no narration. Some

still pictures will be used as a supplement to the

interviews.

Research

In this phase of pre-production, the videomaker faced a

serious problem - a shortage of information. Most of the

written material available to the videomaker can only

satisfy a small part of the overall research requirement. In

order to present a more in-depth look at specific aspects of

television relevant to this documentary, the videomaker sent

a questionnaire to six major television organizations in the

Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, including KDAF (Channel 33),

KDFW-TV (Channel 4), KERA-TV (Channel 13), WFAA-TV (Channel

8), KTVT (Channel 11) and KXAS-TV (Channel 5) (See Appendix

B). After waiting for one-and-a-half months, the only reply

came from Channel 13. This was a big disappointment for the

videomaker.

In light of this setback, the videomaker tried another

approach. The videomaker decided to conduct more extensive

interviews instead. The primary subject for the interviews

was the faculty advisor of North Texas Television, Scott

Cook. In addition, Bud Buschardt, an adjunct member of the

Department's faculty and a long-time associate of WFAA-TV,

offered some information. So most of the background research

was based on interviews which provided the videomaker with
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relevant background material in order to understand the

subject's profession and to achieve an accurate portrayal of

the subject.

Treatment

The observational footage concerning-Wayne's activities

makes up the bulk of the video's images. The interview with

Wayne will construct most of the audio track. The content of

the interview consists of his biography from 30 years ago to

the present with regard to his involvement with television.

The interview also paves a way for the storyline.

Because this documentary is about a profession, the

images that are most representative of Wayne's duties became

the priority in selection. It is important to present the

audience with a clearly established opening, which can help

the audience to have a distinct spatial orientation.

This documentary opens with a shot in which the

videomaker uses a stationary background - a wall of

electronic equipment - and then a series of dissolves. The

videomaker dissolves the image of Wayne working at one

position to a different position in front of the wall of

equipment. The sound track accompanying the shot is the

communication between a student television director and the

student crew during a television production. The audio track

and the dissolving pictures of Wayne working with the

equipment identify Wayne's occupation when located in such a

situation.
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Then the documentary starts setting up its temporal

base through Wayne's recollections. In the first interview,

Wayne is describing his first encounter with the Department.

Contrary to chronological order, this description of his

arrival at UNT is deliberately put ahead of others in order

to build a temporal connection with the following scenes of

Wayne's activities in the Department. This first bit of

interview keeps the audience from being confused by Wayne's

past recollections being mixed with scenes of Wayne working

today. The videomaker arranges the observational material

into four parts, moving chronologically from morning to

night.

As mentioned above, the documentary can be separated

into two main sections; however, the two parts, interviews

and activities complement each other to create for the

audience a complete picture of the subject and his work

environment.

It's nine o'clock in the morning when Wayne walks into

the Department starting his work for the day. The audience

can see the first thing Wayne does is to install an editing

machine. While he works, a portion of the interview with

Scott Cook provides the audio track. Cook comments about how

important it is to have an engineer with professional

experience working in the Department. His remarks about

Wayne give the audience insight on the significance of

Wayne's duties.
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The next scene takes the audience to studio A of the

student television station, NTTV. From this point, the

viewer will gradually be shown around the engineer's work

environment. Here, Wayne's recollections come into the

storyline. Sometimes the audience sees Wayne being

interviewed and sometimes his voice is laid over the images.

Wayne's recollections begin from when he first visited

Channel 5 as a boy. This was when he really became

interested in television.

Before the audience sees Wayne repair the switcher in

control room A, they should have already seen the

Department's main office, production area A and known that

part of his duties is to repair and maintain equipment.

Occasionally, the interview with Wayne will be played over

the footage of him working. This way, the audience can watch

Wayne work while learning about his interest in television

engineering. The first period, morning, ends.

During the second period of time, the audience will see

Wayne working in production area B. Wayne helps the students

to achieve desired visual effects. Wayne thinks about

replacing the cart machine with CD players, and the audience

sees Wayne check on an editing machine that's causing

trouble for a student. Meanwhile, through the interview, the

audience is informed of Wayne's time spent at Channel 5 and

Channel 13.
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Evening: Wayne decides to take one recording deck out

of service because it is reported to be malfunctioning, and

he talks over the telephone for the purchase of CD players.

Finally, he offers technical assistance to a NTTV program

production. In this period, the interview with Wayne focuses

on his current position in the education field. He discusses

the differences between working in a professional setting as

opposed to an educational one.

By this time, the audience should have a complete

conception of what Wayne's duties are in the Department and

a basic concept of how television production works. Except

for the opening scene, the videomaker doesn't want to use

any special effects to disrupt the viewer's emotional

response to the material. The arrangement of the sequences

is based on the pacing of individual scene.

And then it's time to go home. The audience watches

Wayne shutting down the equipment, closing the door, double

checking the studio, and turning off the lights - the

audience will understand that Wayne is always the last to

leave the studio. In the final moment, his voice rises in

the darkness. The last thing he says is how satisfied he

feels at the end of a production, knowing it went well.

Production Schedule

I. Pre-production

DATE ACTIVITY LOCATION

14-21 July Proposal University of North
Texas, Denton, TX.
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7-10 Aug.

14-15 Aug.

21-25 Aug.

II. Production

DATE

11-15 Sep.

17 Sep.

18-22 Sep.

24 Sep.

25-28 Sep.

29 Sep.

30 Sep.

1 Oct.

2 Oct.

III. Post-production

Test Shooting

Pre-interview

Research

ACTIVITY

Shoot

Scout Locations

Shoot

Shoot

Shoot

Interview

Interview

Shoot

Shoot Graphics

Radio, Television &
Film Department

RTVF

U.N.T.

LOCATION

RTVF

Wayne's Home,
Denton, Texas.

RTVF

Wayne's Home

RTVF

RTVF

RTVF

U.N.T.

RTVF

DATE ACTIVITY LOCATION

3-5 Oct. Logging/ RTVF

Paper Editing

6-8 Oct. Edit First Cut RTVF

10 Oct. Review First Cut RTVF

10-12 Oct. Edit Second Cut RTVF

24-30 Oct. Final Post RTVF

PRODUCTION

The production stage of this project began on September

11 and lasted about one month. This video documentary was

recorded for the most part in the RTVF Department and the
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Department's cable access station, North Texas Television

(NTTV) . Based on previous experience with the documentary

form, the videomaker understood that the relationship

between subject and videomaker is usually awkward at first.

The subject needs time to get used to being recorded and the

videomaker needs time to win the subject's trust.

During the first week of shooting, the videomaker

followed and shot the subject's routine every day. But the

videomaker spent more time talking with the subject than

recording him. This was to decrease the subject's wariness

of the camera. By talking and communicating, the

videomaker's intention was to gain the subject's confidence.

Since it was at the beginning of a semester, there were

few productions in the studio; consequently, the subject did

not have much to do in the master control room. It's

interesting that whenever the videomaker started rolling the

video, the subject would find something to do, no matter how

trivial. The subject felt uncomfortable doing nothing while

the camera was tracked on him. This was a problem for the

videomaker, for it was quite obvious to the videomaker that

the subject was "acting" for the camera.

The additional lights made the situation worse.

Whenever the videomaker turned on the lights, which meant

the videomaker was about to shoot, the subject would act

differently. This continued until the second week of

shooting when the subject started to be busy and got used to
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the presence of the videomaker.

Another problem that troubled the videomaker was the

videomaker's language limitation. As a foreign student, the

videomaker would sometimes have difficulty capturing the

cadence of the subject's dialogue with other people. That

hindered the videomaker's framing decisions. After many

conversations with the subject, the videomaker became better

at understanding the speech of the subject.

During the second week of the production, the subject

became busy. Most of the production classes went into the

studios for practice sessions. Students kept the subject

busy at all times. As a result, the videomaker followed the

subject all over the building.

The lighting situation in the building is treacherous.

The two control rooms and the editing room are lit with

incandescent lights. Offices and hallways have fluorescent

lighting and the two studios have quartz-halogen lighting.

The Panasonic AG-450 S-VHS camcorder that the videomaker

used has an automatic white balance function. This function

helps the camera to adjust to different lighting situations.

In most cases, the automatic white balance function did its

job well when the videomaker shot in the building.

Another shooting problem occurred in the master control

room, wher there were more than ten monitors set up. When

the monitors were turned on for production classes, they

caused hot spots in the video. Although the additional
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lights that the videomaker had put in the room helped to

mediate the contrast, some of the shots with the hot spots

still were unacceptable.

The wireless microphone system performed as expected.

The system's omni-directional microphone picked up fairly

detailed sounds from the subject and his environment. Before

shooting, the videomaker was worried about radio

interference. Fortunately this rarely happened. The focus

distance of the camcorder was always set to the smallest

position for the largest background depth while the

videomaker was shooting.

When the production came to the end of the third week,

the videomaker started to shoot the interviews. The

interviews were set up in the studio and were shot over two

days. The first interviewee was the NTTV advisor, Scott

Cook. The videomaker didn't give his questions in advance to

Cook because the videomaker wanted spontaneous responses

from him. It turned out there were a number of pauses during

the interview. Wayne Hassell was given the questions in

advance, and as a result he looked more confident and his

answers were more organized.

One technical glitch occurred in the interview

shooting. There was bad radio interference caused by the

cable connected between the lavaliere and the adapter.

Luckily, the videomaker had his headset on, and the problem

was detected and then solved by changing the cable.
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During the production, the videomaker reviewed each

day's footage promptly, which enabled the videomaker to

notice problems and try to avoid them in the next day's

shooting. After three weeks, the videomaker had about 22

hours of footage. With the observational material completed,

the videomaker next worked on transferring still pictures

onto video.

The production process generally developed smoothly and

successfully thanks to the subject's cooperation. Having a

professional television engineer as the subject benefited

the videomaker's production. Not only did the subject

understand the production problems that might be

encountered, but also he would help the videomaker to solve

the problems. For example, he assisted with setting up the

lights for the interview scenes. What he did for the

videomaker was like what he does for other students in the

video. At the end of this production, the relationship

between the subject and the videomaker was a blend of

friendship and partnership.

POST-PRODUCTION

A detailed, descriptive logging work initiated this

stage of post-production. The logging of footage took more

than 20 hours. However, this work helped the videomaker to

evaluate the quality of the footage and save lots of time in

locating a specific segment during the practical editing

process. Logging also included a transfer of the content of
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the interviews into a word-by-word written script. With the

logging record and the script, the videomaker could use an

approach of paper editing to visualize several different

structures before the actual editing process started.

In selecting footage, the videomaker first discarded

that with poor sound reception or with poor video quality.

The selection of scenes focused on those that most

successfully portrayed the profession, the relationship

between the subject and his job, and the relationship

between him and his work environment. The selection criteria

helped the videomaker not to be lost in the many activities

that happened around the subject.

The other thing that the videomaker consistently asked

himself in the editing process was: where is the audience?

When the videomaker initially discussed the project with his

major professor, the aspect of the prospective audience of

this project was criticized. Therefore, in the process of

paper editing, the videomaker decided to change the target

audience from students who have a communications education

background to a more general audience of people who are

interested in how television works. The question of the

prospective audience was always kept in mind whenever the

videomaker made an editing choice.

In the technical aspect of the editing process, in

order to create the special effect in the opening scene, the

videomaker took a risk of degradation of video quality by
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increasing generations in the editing process. In the

prologue scene, the videomaker utilized a montage approach

to introduce the subject's environment.

Editing the audio portion (interviews) became a

nightmare for the videomaker. The editing facilities,

Panasionic AG--7500, always generated popping noises for some

reason. There was no choice for the videomaker because all

seven editing machines in the editing room had the same

problem. The videomaker chose station No. 6, which produced

the lightest noises. However, the popping noises continued

to be distracting.

CONCLUSION

After making this video documentary, the videomaker

realized that the success of a documentary involves various

issues. One needs to conduct thorough research, and must

have flexible shooting skill and a well organized post-

production plan. Each stage was fraught with challenges that

could threaten the entire project. The videomaker learned a

lot from dealing with the challenges.

Due to the nature of observational cinema, in which

situations are unpredictable and unrehearsed, the videomaker

learned that sufficient research and preparation makes a

project go smoother. Extensive location scouting and

shooting tests are valuable references for anticipating and

solving problems that arise during the production stage. The

cooperation of the subject also plays a critical role in the
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success of a documentary. Before this current project, the

videomaker previously had endured the negative attitude of a

subject's mother that nearly scuttled an earlier documentary

project. That experience taught the videomaker to establish

a clear and complete communication with the subject before

beginning this project. This communication helped the

subject to understand the videomaker's intentions and the

overall direction of the project. Based on that

understanding, the subject provided the videomaker with his

cooperation, which greatly smoothed the production process.

Shooting is basic and essential to a video project. The

videomaker learned to be very attentive to small details in

any shooting situation. In the case of interviews, a simple

precaution, a headset, helped the videomaker to detect radio

interference which might have damaged the footage. Practice

also was the best way to help overcome obstacles existing in

the shooting environment. Reviewing other documentaries with

similar themes can also be helpful and sometimes

inspirational. However, the videomaker believes that good

shooting should be associated with the process of editing.

In some sequences, "missed shots" caused trouble in the

editing process. The videomaker had to shoot supplementary

cutaways in these situations.

Immersed in the variety of the subject's activities,

the videomaker's first rough cut fell short of an ideal

structure. Although the videomaker considered presenting the
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audience with a very extensive coverage of the subject,

showing too many activities was considered distracting and

confusing to the audience. The structure of the video was

inadvertently undermined.

The videomaker also improved his editing skills in this

learning process. In order to realize the aesthetic

intentions of the opening, the videomaker spent lots of time

on A/B roll editing, which helped the videomaker understand

the possibilities of creation in using this approach.
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Dec. 1, 1939

1948

1950

1955

1956

1959

1961

1963

1964

1965

Summer 1965

Nov. 1, 1966

1965-1968

1968-1976

1970

1973

1974

Born in Dallas, Texas.

Became interested in television. WBAP-TV

(Channel 5) signed on in Fort Worth,

Texas, which was the first television

station in Texas.

The Hassells moved to Denton, Texas.

Took a trip to WBAP with his brother.

Entered Denton Senior High School.

Graduated from Denton Senior high School.

Worked in the mail room of WBAP.

Drafted into the United States Army.

Served in Germany as a solider in the

Missile Unit of the United States Army.

Back to the WBAP mail room.

Began operating studio cameras at WBAP.

Married Cynthia Ann Harris, Denton, Texas.

Served as Broadcast Technician (operated

studio & remote camera, projection, audio

and switcher TD) at WBAP.

Served as Audio Engineer and Broadcast

Technician (operated audio, master control

and remote facilities engineering) at KTVT

(Channel 11), Fort Worth, Texas.

Had the first child, Jeremy Wayne Hassell.

Had the second child, Amy Lynn Hassell.

Had the third child, Kammy Dee Hassell.
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1976-1983

1983-1984

June 1984

1984-1985

1985-1988

1988-Current

Served as Media Services Coordinator and

Executive Producer at Texas Woman's

University, Denton, Texas.

Free-lance video engineer and editor.

Received General Radio-Telephone License.

Served as Technician (videographer,

videotape editor and lighting director) in

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Denton.

Served as Broadcast Technician (videotape

operator, projectionist, electronic still-

store operator, master control engineer

and satellite operations) at KDFW-TV

(Channel 4), Dallas, Texas.

Has served as Technician and Lecturer in

the Department of Radio, Television and

Film at the University of North Texas,

Denton, Texas.
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The content of the interview (Wayne Hassell)

1. When I first came there, everything was in such a mass,

as for as cabling, a lot of interference, like hum in the

audio, hum in the video. So I waited to the Christmas

holiday which we had about 3-4 weeks. So, that gave you

time; just tear all the wiring out and start it over again.

That took a lot of time, it took me practically all 3 weeks

to get it back to in operation. 'Cause I pulled anything out

of racks. I had to move the racks to other locations where

it's now, and re-installed all the equipment and re-wired

it; re-wired the control room; re-wired the cabling up to

the control room from master. The control room configuration

came a little bit late when we got the money from new

switcher that is when the big chance came to place.

2. I really became interested in TV when I made a trip to

Channel 5 in Fort Worth one Saturday. My brother and I went

down there to a kid show that they live in Channel 5. During

that time and being able to see the real TV station. I were

very fascinating by all the cameras and microphones, all the

controlling, control, master control area, all the equipment

they took to put the program together, actually to transmit

it. So, after I graduated from high school at 1959, I was

specially interested in going to work for Channel 5, 1 mean,

that is the station I wanna go, work for. Because Channel 5,

back in the early days, was the first television in Texas,

the first television in color, a lot of first in Channel 5.
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3. In 1961, well, two years prior to that, I went there to

put in my application for the mail room. I wanted to start

very bottom floor and work my way up. That was my plan. So,

after two-year waiting and bugging them down there by every

month I go down there to see if they had an opening.

Finally, they called me. They had an opening in the mail

room. After about a year there, I was drafted into the Army.

When in the Army I was in the missile unit; went to Germany

for about nine months; spent two years totally in the Army.

Since I was drafted into the Army, they had to guarantee my

job would be there when I came back, or some types of jobs.

After the Army, I came back and started to work again. So

that's when I became interested in the engineering part.

4. So I worked studio camera for several summer there, and

during the breaks, during the winter time, I did go to work

for Channel 13 for about 6 months; worked there as videotape

operator and master control director. So, when Channel 5

called me back for the next summer, I went back and got the

permanent position in Channel 5. And cameras, at the time,

was taken care of by engineers. So I was actually by running

camera under the engineering department.

5. I worked there for about a year running studio camera,

and then I wanted to get into running switcher, audio and

projection. Specially during the summer, when some of guys

went on vacations, I would take their shifts, though. I was

TD; ran audio, projection; I went on the remote; a lot of
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work. But I gained a lot of knowledge at channel 5 from

engineers there. Lots of engineers have been there for a

long time, some of them have been there since the station

signed on. So they have a lot of wisdom that I can pick

from.

6. Working in TV station, you're working under the clock,

'cause there was a lot of pressure. Compared to the

University of North Texas, you don't have the pressure that

you do in the TV station that you're dealing with big money,

all the commercial time is big money; makes big money, and

it's your responsibilities to get the commercials on there,

and there entirely. So you especially under a lot of

pressure, you learn that like the pressure that you don't

like.

7. Working in the TV stations you working with people that

are in the business; they have spent many years in training,

and doing professional jobs. Here in North Texas, of course,

you work with non-professional students; they need a lot of

help, and helping produce the programs. They are not for

sure how to do it, and how to do it professionally. So, I

tend to want to make suggestions. If I am engineering, say,

programs in studios, even thought that is my job to make

picture look good, sound sound good, I tend to make a

suggestion how they can make certain thing in the programs;

look better, look professional.
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8. The big change in moving into education in the University

of North Texas is my hours are more normal than my hours

were at the TV stations. Even though I have to work some

nights here, they are not really late nights. Most of the

time, it's not. So, I can be with my family more working in

the education than I worked in the TV stations.

9. It's good to know that you work right up to the very last

minute of the program to go on the air when it is finished,

everything went just exactly like you wanted it to. You kind

of sat back and said, "This feels pretty good; everything

went fine; even though under a lot of pressure, everything

went just fine." That kind of gives you eager, you know,

about what you can do; makes you proud that you did the

program well.
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The content of the interview (Scott Cook)

1. In a TV production, basically, there are a lot of

electronic devices that require periodically adjustment.

They don't just work forever the way they're supposed to.

They need re-alignment, arrangement. You need someone

knowledgeable to be able to handle those, those management

and make those alignment. He brought a lot of knowledge to

our department, coming from directly from professional

working environment in Dallas, Fort Worth. He immediately

was able to set up our equipment situation, and looked at

our facilities, and helped us to begin to upgrade those. I

think he is invaluable to us, that regards helping us to

decide what kind of equipment to buy as we were able to buy

some new equipment, and organizing the facilities, making

things easy to work with, and so the students have much

easier time going through the learning process.
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Mr. Chief Engineer:

I'm a graduate student of the Department of Radio, Television and

Film at the University of North Texas in Denton.

I am shooting a video documentary about a television engineer in

the Department's cable access station, which is my thesis

project.

For this documentary, I've done my best to do the research about

the specific job. Unfortunately, I still can not find the

following information that I need for this film.

Thus, I sincerely ask for your help.

1. How many engineers (or technicians) work at the T.V. station

where you are working?

2. What are the duties of the engineers (or technicians) at the

T.V. station where you are working?

3. How long does an engineer (or technician) work for one day at

the T.V. station where you are working?

4. What is the range of the engineers'(or technicians') salary at

the T.V. station where you are working?

The answers to the above will have critical impact on how deeply

the documentary explores this topic. Therefore, your help will be

a vital contribution to a success of this documentary.

I hope you can help me. Thank you very much!

P.S. Enclosed is my project proposal
for your trust.

Sincerely,
Wen-Chi Chiu
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NORTH TEXAS PUBLIC BROADCASTING

DATE: July 29, 1993

POSITION TITLE: Transmitter Engineer JOB CODE: 35150

GRADE: E5 ORGANIZATION CODE:1111301

DEPARTMENT: Technical Services REPORTS TO: VP/ChieF Engineer

I. SUMMARY: Repairs, maintains, and develops TV and radio
transmitter systems and related equipment and buildings to assure
highest degree of transmission reliability and quality possible.
Responds quickly to emergency calls at all times.

II. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Monthly
% of Time

1) Repairs and maintains KERA-TV transmitters and 20%
related equipment.

2) Repairs and maintains KDTN transmitter and related 15%
equipment.

3) Repairs and maintains 90.1 FM transmitters and related 15%
equipment.

4) Develops new systems to improve transmitter 15%
operations.

5) Maintains transmitter site building and environmental 10%
systems.

6) Keeps FCC-required logs on transmitter operations 10%
and maintenance.

7) Orders parts and maintains spares inventory. 5%

8) Consults with studio and management personnel on 5%
transmitter matters.

9) Responds to emergency calls. .5%

III. QUALIFICATIONS AND EDUCATION REQUIRED:
* One-year electronics school diploma five plus years

experience in VHF TV transmitter maintenance.
* FCC Radiotelephone License required; General Class

preferred.
* SBE Senior or Broadcast certification and/or FCC

General Class License preferred.
* Ability to work alone and work varied hours.
* Must be able to respond to emergency calls at all other

then certain pre-agreed times and to be able to reach
the sites in an average time of ten minutes after an
emergency call.
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NORTH TEXAS PUBLIC BROADCASTING

DATE: July 18, 1994

POSITION TITLE: Maintenance Engineer III

GRADE: N6

JOB CODE: 35123

ORGANIZATION CODE:1111101

DEPARTMENT: Technical Services REPORTS TO: TV Maintenance
Supervisor

I. SUMMARY: Repairs, installs and maintains television and

radio broadcasting and production equipment. Designs, constructs

and tests television and radio systems and circuits. Performs

some operating duties and other tasks as assigned.

II. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Monthly
% of Time

1) Repairs, tests and maintains television 7

broadcasting and production equipment.

2) Tests and evaluates the performance quality 1

of television and radio systems.

3) Designs, constructs, installs and
documents television systems and circuits.

4) Writes reports and orders materials.

5) Performs technical setups and operations.

III. QUALIFICATIONS AND EDUCATION REQUIRED:

* A pertinent technical degree or equivalent plus three

years maintenance experience in a television station or

program production facility.

* SBE broadcast level or senior level certification

and/or FCC General Class License preferred.

* Successful completion of written examination on basic

electronics and television fundamentals required.

* Must be able to work varied shifts including some
nights and weekends.

* Must be able to work without supervision from written

instructions and diagrams.

5%

LO%

5%

5%

5%
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NORTH TEXAS PUBLIC BROADCASTING

DATE: september 28, 1992

POSITION TITLE: operations Technician JOB CODE: 35132

GRADE: N3 ORGANISATION CODE:1111201

DEPARTMENT: Technical Services REPORTS TO: TV Operations
Super

I. SU MM: Works shifts that alternate the duties of
switching, monitoring and logging of program material on KERA- T
with video tape recording and playback of program material for
KER-wTV and KDTN, and monitoring and operation of KDTN.

Maintains remote control and monitoring of TV transmitters,
performs videotape transfers, programs and loads Betacarts for
both channels and monitors after hours security of TV building.

II. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Mt
% of Time

1)1 Rwitahes and monitors XZRA-wT and KDTN(TV) and 35%
programs Betacarts.

2) Records and plays back program video tapes.

3) Transfers and edits videotapes.

4) Completes reports and forms.

5) Performs security checks and miscellaneous duties.

6) Pulls and replaces library cassettes for KDTN(TV) and
KERA-TV.

III. QUALIFICATIONS AND EDUCATION REQUIRED:

0

35%

15%

5%

5%

5%

High school plus pertinent technical school
certificates required.

* One year experience in a TV broadcast station
performing video and audio switching and videotape
recording and playback preferred.

* Must be able to work varied shifts including nights and
weekends.

* Must be able to work without direct supervision.

* Restricted Operator Permit or higher FCC license
required.

* BE technician-class or higher certificate preferred.
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